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Welcome to the third edition of  Life in Tiles. In this edition we present a selection of tiles 
that reflect the two distinct and contrasting design trends in 2013. These are:
1.  The use of bold colours and textures to create striking fashion forward spaces, and
2.  The “inspired by nature” collections of wood and stone-look porcelain tiles, for those 
more serene and timeless surroundings.

The new Vidre mosaics range offers unlimited design options for those who dare to express 
their individuality with colour and texture. The use of rich, pearlescent and metallic effect 
colours used on mass or as accents create truly stunning high impact spaces. 

Lineal textures and designs, particularly in large format floor tiles, remain a very popular 
option for interior spaces. The Tile Depot has just added the gorgeous and versatile Runway 
series to its range, which is a definite “must see”. Runway comes in two large format sizes 
as well as a mosaic feature tile, ensuring an abundance of design options to suit your 
needs.

For those seeking more restrained and subtle design schemes there are numerous tile 
options that re-create the beauty of nature in both stone and wood effect. Porcelain tiles 
utilising modern design and production techniques to imitate the natural aesthetic and 
charm of wood and stone, offer a product that is generally superior in its performance and 
durability than the original natural material.

It’s an exciting time for staff and clients alike to explore their creativity and create some 
truly gorgeous environments. The only limit is your imagination. Please read on and for 
more information on anything shown in this edition please contact your local Tile Depot 
store.

Vintage Greige - see Page 40





 

1. Looking for a truly 
sensational feature wall 
tile?? The Harmony  
series has finally arrived 
and we love it!

2. The undulating 
texture of these large 
format wall tiles is 
irresistable to touch and 
makes a statement like 
no other.  

Harmony Blanco 31x56

Harmony Negro 31x56 

3. Dont we all want 
to live in Harmony? 
introduce some Harmony 
to your home today.



I’Pietra Java Crema 60x60

1. Inspired by natural 
stones such as 
Indonesian marble, 
Italian granite and 
limestone; I’Pietra 
brings a touch of nature 
to any environment.

I’Pietra Java Crema 60x60

I’Pietra Alpine Grey 60x60



I’Pietra Java Crema 60x60 I’Pietra Beola 60x60I’Pietra Borgogna White 60x60

2. Four soft delicate 
colours to create 
tranquil and harmonious 
spaces. Transform your 
living areas today with 
this fantastic tile series 
designed to delight.

3. Advanced digital 
printing technologies 
have created a 
sophisticated tile with 
minimal repetition and 
realistic stone effect.

I’Pietra Beola 60x60I’Pietra Borgogna White 60x60



Diaspro 60x60

1. Italian full-body 
coloured porcelain 
stoneware.

2. Two complimentary 
shades available in 
matching indoor and 
outdoor finishes, 
create seamless 
indoor-outdoor flow.

Diaspro Antislip 60x60



Antracite 60x60

Antracite Antislip 60x60

3. Large format and 
durable surfaces offer 
designers, architects 
and home renovators 
sublime design 
flexibility. 



 

Aysen 61.5 x 61.5

Santa Cruz 61.5 x 61.5

1. Coloured body 
glazed porcelain 
stoneware inspired 
by the volcanic 
mountainous areas of 
Patagonia. 

2. Earthy terracotta 
tones to warm up 
your colour scheme. 
A timeless style with 
modern durability. 

3. Surround yourself 
with the luxurious 
sense of warmth and 
harmony created by 
these soft terracotta 
tones.  

4. Available in a 
large contemporary 
format 61.5 x 61.5. 



 

Aysen 61.5 x 61.5 Santa Cruz 61.5 x 61.5

Santa Cruz on the floor with Aysen on the walls



Runway Black 30x60

Runway Black 60x60

Runway Taupe 60x60

Runway Light Brown 60x60

Runway Taupe 30x60

Runway Light Brown 30x60



1. Contemporary 
linear striped 
porcelain available in 
three fashionable 
colours and a polished 
finish.  

2. Large format with 
a matching mosaic 
offers an array of 
stylish design options 
for any modern decor.

3. For an edgy trend-
forward space, you 
can’t go past the 
Runway series.

Runway Black 30x60

Runway Taupe 30x60

Runway Light Brown 30x60

Runway Taupe mosaic 30x30

Runway Light Brown mosaic 30x30

Runway Black mosaic 30x30



1. Three Vidre 
Mosaic series: Pearl, 
Titanium and Lux, 
join the Tile Depots 
vast mosaics range.

2.  Vidre Pearl 
mosaics are 
comprised of  
12x12mm rounded 
portions of glass on a  
30.9x30.9cm sheet.

Pearl Antracita 30.9x30.9

Pearl Pistachio 30.9x30.9

Pearl Antracita 30.9x30.9

Pearl Pistachio 30.9x30.9



3.Vidre spanish glass 
mosaics are made 
of 99% recycled 
material and look 
sensational.

4. The softened 
edges and divine 
colours offer 
decorative and 
attractive design 
solutions. 

Pearl Gris 30.9x30.9Pearl Turquesa 30.9x30.9

Coming soon Pearl Nacar                  Coming soon Pearl Coral

Pearl Antracita and Pearl Nacar



 Lux Chocolate                            Lux Lilac                                    Lux Light Blue

 Lux Orange                                 Lux Pistachio                            Lux Antracite

 Titanium Negro-Rojo                 Titanium Sahara                          Titanium Verde



1. Vidre Lux  and 
Titanium glass 
mosaics offer a 
unique range of 
colour options on a 
31.7x31.7cm sheet. 

2. Each sheet 
is composed of 
25x25mm glass 
squares in several 
different shades 
that reflect light and 
introduce vibrancy 
and playfulness to a 
space.

3. With Vidre glass 
mosaics, impact and 
sophisticated design 
options are virtually 
boundless. 

4 Modern, clean 
lines and trendy 
colours add style to 
any space.  If you’re 
looking for the wow 
factor, Vidre mosaics 
are a must!

Vidre Lux Lilac

Vidre Titanium Sahara



 

Bevelled Black 15x7.5cm

Bevelled White 15x7.5cm



 

1.  Add a touch of 
classic New York styling 
with these high gloss 
ceramic wall tiles. 

2. Freshen up your 
kitchen, bathroom and 
laundry areas with 
bevelled wall tiles. They 
look sensational and are 
easy to maintain.

3. The clean lines of 
these stylish little tiles 
create impact through 
their simplicity. 

4.  Available in black 
and white, use one or 
other or  colour block 
together.



 

1. The chic grey tones 
of the Unik series will 
dramatically modernize 
your home and give it 
that contemporary feel.

 2. Available in natural 
and antislip finishes; 
they can be used indoors 
and out. Ideal for those 
seeking continuous flow.

3. The ecological 
sensitivity  used in 
the production of 
this series translates 
into harmonious 
environments wherever 
you apply it.

60x60

Unik Pearl 30x60

60x60 Antislip

30x60

60x60

Unik Silver

60x60 Antislip

30x60
60x60

60x60 Antislip

Unik Stone

Unik Silver



Unik Pearl 

Unik Silver

30x60

30x60

30x60

Unik Stone



 

1. Classic marble styled 
porcelain, brought into 
contemporary design 
through the 30x60 
format.

Roma Beige 30x60 Roma Taupe 30x60

Roma Taupe 30x60

Roma Beige 30x60



;

2.  A high variability 
of pattern in each 
individual tile imitates 
the natural variance 
found in marble and 
other stones, without 
the maintenance issues.

Tivoli Ivory 30x60

Tivoli Ivory 30x60Tivoli Antracite 30x60

Tivoli Antracite 30x60



 

1. Urban Touch is a 
large format Italian 
porcelain tile whose 
trendy modern 
aesthetic speaks for 
itself!.

Urban Touch Cemento 60 x 60 Urban Touch Grafite 60 x 60

Urban Touch Grafite 60 x 60



 

2. Reminiscent of 
honed cement, Urban 
Touch has a fashion 
forward colour 
palette that brings 
this industrial style 
into the domestic 
setting. 

3. Currently available 
in two fashionable 
grey hues. Use 
separately or 
together.

Urban Touch Grafite 60 x 60

Urban Touch Cemento 60 x 60

Urban Touch Grafite 60 x 60



Botticino Marron 60.8x60.8



 

Calacatta Blanco    60.8x60.8

1. The same textures 
and aesthetic as natural 
marble but with the 
benefits of modern 
durability. Spanish 
porcelain brings 
this classic look into 
contemporary living.

2. Stylish, sophisticated, 
timeless.

3.  Large format 
stoneware available in  
a classy polished finish.

4. The Tile Depot has 
numerous marble 
effect porcelain tiles to 
compliment your decor.

 



 

Elegance Gris 60.8x60.8

Elegance Gris

Elegance Beige 60.8x60.8

Elegance Beige

1. Elegance...its all in 
the name. 

2. Introduce the beauty 
of this stone inspired 
porcelain series to your 
home today.

3. Light and tactile, 
it looks and feels 
delightful. Elegance 
will enhance your 
living areas creating  a 
sense of spaciousness 
and undeniable 
sophistication.

  



A

Elegance Gris

Elegance Beige

1. Eco Alabaster 
Grigio 60 x 60  Italian 
porcelain stoneware. 
A fantastic tile in 
one of those unique 
understated tones that 
seems to go with just 
about anything.

2. Hugely versatile 
with a dynamism you 
have to see to believe.

3. Sensitivity to the 
natural elements that 
inspired the design of 
this tile are reflected 
in  its sustainable 
manufacture.  The high 
percentage of waste 
material recovered 
from all phases of the 
production process 
identify Eco Alabaster 
as an ecologically 
sensitive choice.

Eco Alabaster Grigio 60x60



 

Volcano Bianco Lappato 45x90

Volcano Grigio Lappato 45x90



 
 

Volcano Bianco Lappato 45x90

Volcano Grigio Lappato 45x90

Volcano Bianco Lappato 22.5x90

1. Heavenly soft 
delicate hues on a 
robust super large 
format tile. Pure 
Italian luxury. 

2. Volcano invokes the 
appearance of natural 
stone combined with 
the ultra modern lineal 
grains which are in 
so much demand at 
present. The result 
is the creation of 
relaxing environments 
that work equally well 
in domestic situtations 
as well as glamorous 
day spas and hotels.

3. Don’t you just want 
to tile your living 
areas with this! Spoil 
yourself everyday of 
your life, wake up to 
Volcano.  Affordable 
decadence.

4. Currently available 
in two sizes; 45x90 
and 30x60 natural 
finish. Volcano Bianco 
also has a 22.5x90 
option.

Volcano Grigio Lappato 



 

1. Porcelain tiles 
that imitate wooden 
flooring continue to 
generate excitement 
for architects and 
designers alike.

2. Advances in digital 
printing technologies 
enable a realistic 
wood effect to be 
created in porcelain. 
Thus enabling you 
to create the timber 
aesthetic with all the 
benefits of a tile.  They 
won’t scratch or fade, 
and will never need 
to be sanded back and 
revarnished. 

3. The “Timber” 
series joins our range 
of timber effect tiles 
and  is available in two 
contemporary shades.

4. Add some 
underfloor heating 
and you have a truly 
luxurious floor for any 
room in the house.



Timber Cedro 150x600

Timber Noce 150x600



Atlas Preto                 Atlas Curva                  Atlas Sextans              Atlas Branco                Atlas Ardosia

Atlas Una                    Atlas Malaga                Atlas Juquei                Atlas Piuma                Atlas Cobalto

Green Mix 60             Green Mix 30              Green Mix 30x60        Pool Simple Green      Sapphire Blue 30

Royal BlueMix 60      Royal Blue Mix 30       Royal Blue Mix 30x60 Pool Simple Green      Sapphire Blue 30x60   

Black Mix 60              Black Mix 30              Black Mix 30x60         Pool Simple Black 60   

Atlas

Pool Glass



 

1. Summer is 
approaching so its 
time to build that 
swimming pool you 
always dreamed 
of or update your 
existing one.

2. Atlas porcelain 
and Pool Glass 
mosaics are ideal 
for swimming pool 
interiors.

3. With over 24 
different mosaics 
to choose from, you 
don’t need to limit 
yourself to just blue 
or a single colour. 
Creativity doesn’t 
stop at the poolside!

4. Combine with 
one of our range 
of outdoor antislip 
tiles for the pool 
surrounds and your 
summer upgrade is 
sorted.

Atlas Preto                 Atlas Curva                  Atlas Sextans              Atlas Branco                Atlas Ardosia

Atlas Una                    Atlas Malaga                Atlas Juquei                Atlas Piuma                Atlas Cobalto

Green Mix 60             Green Mix 30              Green Mix 30x60        Pool Simple Green      Sapphire Blue 30

Royal BlueMix 60      Royal Blue Mix 30       Royal Blue Mix 30x60 Pool Simple Green      Sapphire Blue 30x60   

Black Mix 60              Black Mix 30              Black Mix 30x60         Pool Simple Black 60   



Loft Silex 60x60

Loft Moss 60x60

1. Surround yourself 
with the indulgent 
natural tones of Loft 
Silex and Loft Moss.

2. Two contemporary 
earthy hues in a large 
format 60x60cm 
Spanish porcelain tile. 

3. Hardwearing, 
elegant, modern 
porcelain stoneware 
that looks and feels 
sensational.

4. Soft and subdued, 
yet full of warmth 
and personality, Loft 
Silex and Loft Moss 
are versatile and 
delightful.



Loft Silex 60x60

Loft Moss 60x60



Horizon Pearl Nat 30x60

Horizon Night  Nat 30x60

Horizon Pearl Nat 30x60

Horizon Fog Nat 30x60

1. The gorgeous 
Horizon series has 
arrived! Porcelain 
stoneware that 
replicates the simple 
elegance of natural 
stone.

2. Enhance all  
of your living or 
commercial areas 
with Horizon.

3. Italian porcelain 
stoneware, available 
in 30x60 format and 
three fashionable 
grey hues. 

4. Simple and 
understated, 
undeniably modern 
yet timeless ...you 
will LOVE Horizon.



 

Horizon Pearl Nat 30x60

Horizon Fog Nat 30x60

Horizon Night  Nat 30x60



Vintage Gris 25x100 and 16.5x100

Vintage Melange 16.5x100

1. Quite possibly the 
most exciting wood 
effect porcelain tiles 
we have ever seen. 
The Vintage Wood 
series is due to arrive 
soon.

2. This Italian 
rectified porcelain 
replicates the beauty 
of aged handcrafted 
wood. It is simply 
stunning.

3. Quality elegance 
that exudes warmth 
and personality 
with unquestionable 
modern style and 
durability.

4. Five colours 
arriving in 16.5x100 
format tile: Vintage 
Gris, Melange, Greige, 
Noir and Beige. 
Vintage Gris will also 
be available in the 
25x100 format.



Vintage Melange 16.5x100

Vintage Gris 25x100 and 16.5x100



Vintage Greige

Vintage Greige Vintage Noir 16.5 x 100



Vintage Noir 16.5 x 100 Vintage Beige  16.5 x 100

5. Inspired by nature, 
the manufacture 
of Vintage Wood 
utilizes technologies 
that reduce the 
consumption of natural 
resources.

6. Vintage wood 
ticks all the boxes 
for a sensational and 
durable floor covering 
for your home. We 
don’t expect the first 
shipment to last long!


